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‘Oh Divine Tree’

Oh divine tree! such a selfless giver you are..
Yet so detached to stand like an enlightened sage
Selfless giving is your only way to live, would you ever ask anything of us?
You stand humbly in the service of others, how simple despite that life hidden in your little seed
What divine uniqueness you exhibit as universe’s magnificent creation
A world without you is like an ocean without water
Mankind nurtured you for its own benefit, but generously, you gave all of yourself
Alas! Man couldn’t fathom the depth of your loving heart, he exploited and destroyed you endlessly
And even then, received selfless giving from your infinite heart
Oh divine tree! such a selfless giver you are..
Enable me to transform the expanse of my heart to be like yours
Show me the way to your humble greatness
Oh divine tree! such a selfless giver you are..
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